
 
CRIME PREVENTION:  SEASONAL SAFETY REMINDERS FOR YOU AND YOUR FRONT PORCH 

 
Did you know that some neighborhood crime starts at your front porch?  It is true, criminals enter 
neighborhoods and look for opportunity and we call them…. 
 
“PORCH PIRATES” – these criminals are looking to steal any packages that have been delivered to your 
home and left on your front porch.  They may follow delivery trucks into neighborhoods or drive around 
and look for packages already left.   It just takes a moment to snatch your unattended package and take 
off.   With so much on-line shopping these days, criminals are almost guaranteed to find packages of 
value pretty easily.  To help prevent this from happening to you: 
  

 Try to have packages delivered to a place that can receive it. Your office or the home of 
someone you know who will be home are good options.  The best option is to be there 
yourself for the delivery, but if that is not possible, choose a location where it can be 
received by a person you trust.   

 Choose the option “delivery pick-up” so you can retrieve your package yourself.  Not 
always convenient but it might protect your delivery if you are picking it up.  

 Keep track of deliveries you expect so you are aware if you are missing something.  
Follow “tracking numbers” for delivery information. 

 Work with trusted neighbors to keep an eye out for deliveries and anything left on 
porches.  Help each other by sharing duties to pick up items until each of you get home. 

 
“PORCH PREDATORS” – these criminals are going to be knocking on your door / ringing your doorbell to 
determine if you are home.  Their intention might be to break into your home if they think it is 
unattended.  Or, they may hope you open the door so they can push their way in.  Either way, you stand 
to be a victim if you don’t have a plan.   Talk about these safety tips with your family: 
 

 DO NOT ignore a knock at the door or a doorbell.  A burglar is often looking for an 
unoccupied home to break into and you ignoring the door knock or doorbell might 
encourage them to break in.  Answer with something like “We don’t open the door to 
people we don’t know”, or something similar.  Make sure your home has the look and 
sound of occupancy. 

 DO NOT open the door to anyone on your porch that you do not know or cannot verify.  
You don’t know who they are or what their intention is so don’t risk opening the door to 
potential danger.   They may be aggressive and have intentions to commit a “home 
invasion” so DO NOT open the door at any time to anyone who is a stranger to you.  

 Keep an eye on suspicious individuals in your neighborhood and call the police to report 
anything or anyone who may be a danger.   Know your neighbors too!!! 

 Have a family safety plan for times that could pose a danger or risk. Make sure everyone 
locks the front door, keeps the garage door down, etc.  Deny easy access to your family 
and your home.  

 
For more Crime Prevention Information, please contact a Metro Crime Prevention Specialist. 


